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Abstract 

Let S be a closed Riemann surface of genus 1>p  with one point x 

removed. Let F  be the set of mapping classes on S isotopic to the 

identity on { }.xS ∪  In this paper, we show that for any genus ,1>p  

the minimum ( )FCL  of asymptotic translation lengths of all pseudo-

Anosov elements of F  satisfies the inequality ( ) .13
2 ≤≤ FCL  

1. Introduction and Main Results 

Let S be a closed Riemann surface of genus p with n points removed. 
Assume that .043 >+− np  One can associate to S a curve complex ( )SC  

which is endowed with a path metric .Cd  Let ( )S0C  denote the set of vertices 
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of ( ),SC  which can be identified with the set of isotopy classes of simple 

closed curves on S. See Section 2 for the definitions and terminology. 

For any ( ),0 Su C∈  and any pseudo-Anosov map f of S, we can define 

( )fCτ  as 

 ( ) ( ( ))
.

,
inflim m

ufud
f

m

m
C

C ∞→
=τ  (1.1) 

It is known that ( )fCτ  does not depend on the choice of ( )Su 0C∈  and is 

called the asymptotic translation length for the action of f on ( ).SC  Bowditch 

[3] proved that ( )fCτ  for each pseudo-Anosov map f are rational numbers. 

Let ( )SMod  denote the mapping class group of S, and let ( )SH Mod⊂  

be a subgroup. Denote by 

( ) { ( ) }.inelementsAnosov-pseudoallfor:inf HfHL CC τ=  

By Masur-Minsky [10], there is a positive lower bound for ( )HLC  that 

depends only on ( )., np  

For a closed surface S of genus ,1>p  Theorem 1.5 of [5] asserts that 

( )( ) ( ) .

2
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Later, Gadre-Tsai [6] improved the lower and upper bounds for ( )( )SL ModC  

as 

( ) ( )
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This particularly implies that ( )( ) 0Mod →SLC  as .∞+→p  

The estimations of ( )HLC  for certain subgroups H of ( )SMod  were also 
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considered in Farb-Leininger-Margalit [5]. Let 0Γ  denote the fundamental 

group of S. For any ,1≥k  let kΓ  be the kth term of the lower central series 

for .0Γ  This chain of subgroups forms a filtration. Denote by kN  the kernel 

of the natural homomorphism of ( )SMod  onto Out ( ).kΓΓ  Then for the 

sequence of the subgroups ,kN  Theorem 6.1 of [5] states that for any k, a 

similar phenomenon emerges. That is, ( )( ) 0→SL kNC  as .+∞→p  

In this paper, we are mainly concerned with the case in which S contains 

only one puncture x. Let { }xSS ∪=~  be equipped with a hyperbolic metric. 

Then the subgroup ( )SMod⊂F  that consists of mapping classes projecting 

to the trivial mapping class on S~  is highly non-trivial and is isomorphic to 

the fundamental group ( ).,~
1 xSπ  A topological description of this kind of 

mapping classes is given in [8]. 

It is well-known (Kra [9]) that F  contains infinitely many pseudo-
Anosov elements, and the conjugacy class of a primitive pseudo-Anosov 
element of F  can be determined by an oriented primitive filling closed 

geodesic c~  on .~S  Here a closed geodesic c~  is said to fill S~  if all components 

of { }cS ~\~  are either (topological) disks or once punctured disks, which is 

equivalent to that c~  intersects every simple closed geodesic on .~S  

In contrast to the above estimations for ( )HLC  for various subgroups H 

of ( ),Mod S  in the case where ,F=H  we can view ( )FCL  as a function of 

( ),, np  and see that ( )FCL  performs quite differently than ( )( )SL ModC  and 

( )( ).SL kNC  The main purpose of this paper is to prove the following result. 

Theorem 1.1. For any type ( )1,p  with ( ) .13
2,1 ≤≤> FCLp  

We may find a filling closed geodesic c~  on S~  and a vertex ( )Su ~~
0C∈  

so that u~  intersects c~  only once. Let ( )Su 0C∈  be the vertex obtained from 

u~  by removing x. Let F∈f  be a pseudo-Anosov element obtained from 
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pushing x along c~  (see Theorem 2 of [9]). We know that ( ){ }ufu,  forms 

the boundary of an x-punctured cylinder on S. This means that u and ( )uf  

are disjoint, so that ( )( ) .1, =ufudC  By the triangle inequality and the fact 

that f is a homeomorphism, this gives ( ( )) mufud m ≤,C  for all .1≥m  It 

follows from (1.1) that ( ) 1≤τ fC  and thus that ( ) .1≤FCL  The assertion 

that ( ) 3
2≥FCL  follows from the following result. 

Theorem 1.2. Let S be of type ( )1,p  with 1>p  and let F∈f  be a 

pseudo-Anosov element. Then there is ( )Su 0C∈  such that for any integer m 

with ,1≥m  we have 

( ( ))
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

>
+

≤
≥

.7,3
52

,7,
,

mifm

mifm
ufud m

C  

Remark 1. In [10], Masur-Minsky showed that there is a constant =c  

( ),, npc  ,0>c  such that ( ( )) mcufud m ≥,C  for all pseudo-Anosov maps 

f and all ( ).0 Su C∈  The quantitative estimation for c is, however, largely 

unknown. 

Let H be a hyperbolic plane and S~: →H  the universal covering map 

with a covering group G. Then G is purely hyperbolic. There is an essential 
hyperbolic element Gg ∈  that corresponds to f (Theorem 2 of [9]). Let 

( ) H⊂gaxis  denote the axis of g; it is the invariant geodesic by the action of 

g. 

In the case where S contains only one puncture x, all vertices u in ( )S0C  

are non-preperipheral, in the sense that u is homotopic to a non-trivial simple 

closed geodesic on S~  as x is filled in. Thus, for each vertex ( ),00 Su C∈  there 

defines a configuration ( )000 ,, U ′Ω′τ′  that corresponds to .0u  See Section 2 

for explanations. 
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For a vertex ( )Su ~~
0C∈  and a filling geodesic ,~c  the geometric 

intersection number, denoted by ( ),~,~ uci  is defined as the number of 

intersection points between u~  and ,~c  which is also given by 

( ) ,~~min~,~ ucuci ′′= ∩  

where c ′~  and u ′~  are in the homotopy classes of c~  and ,~u  respectively. 

Note that ( )fCτ  does not depend on the choice of ( ).0 Su C∈  A non-

preperipheral vertex ( )Su 00 C∈  can be selected so that ( ) ∅≠Ω′ gaxis0 ∩  

and ( ( )( ) ) .2~,axis 0 ≥ugi  

Outline of the paper. For ,1≥m  let mu  be the geodesic homotopic to the 

image of 0u  under the map .mf  Suppose that 

 [ ]ms uvvu ,...,,, 10  (1.2) 

is an arbitrary geodesic path in the 1-skeleton of ( )SC  that connects 0u  and 

mu  with a minimum number of sides. Then all ,jv  ,1 sj ≤≤  are non-

preperipheral, which allows us to obtain the configurations ( )jjj U,, Ωτ  

determined by the vertices .jv  

Observe that the sequence jΔ′\H  (see Figure 2 and (3.2) for the definition 

of )jΔ′  monotonically moves down towards the attracting fixed point of g. 

The sequence jΩ  tends to move out of .mΔ′  We show that if jv  and 1+jv  are 

disjoint, then jΩ  and 1+Ω j  are either adjacent or .1 ∅≠ΩΩ +jj ∩  So the 

movement of jΩ  is not too fast. This means that a sufficient amount of jΩ  

is needed to get out of .mΔ′  Careful analysis shows that for any ,7≥m  the 

distance ( )muud ,0C  is greater than or equal to ( ) ,352 +m  and if ,70 << m  

then ( ) .,0 muud m ≥C  It follows that ( ) .13
2 ≤≤ FCL  If m is negative and 

,7−≤m  the proof is similar. 
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2. Curve Complex and Tessellations in Hyperbolic Plane 

Let S be a hyperbolic surface which is of type ( )np,  with np +− 43  

0>  and .1≥n  Let x be a puncture of S and let { }xSS ∪=~  be also equipped 

with a hyperbolic metric. 

Due to Harvey [7], one can define the curve complex ( )SC  of dimension 

np +− 43  as the following simplicial complex: vertices of ( )SC  are isotopy 

classes of simple closed curves, and k-dimensional simplicies of ( )SC  are 

collections of ( )1+k -tuples { }kuuu ...,,, 10  of disjoint vertices on S, where 

two vertices iu  and ju  are disjoint if there exist disjoint representatives of iu  

and .ju  Then ( )SC  is of finite dimensional. Let ( )SkC  denote the k-skeleton 

of ( ).SC  We then introduce a metric Cd  on ( ),SC  called the path metric, in 

the following way. First we make each simplex Euclidean with side length 
one, then for any vertices ( ),, 0 Svu C∈  we declare the distance ( )vud ,C  

between u and v to be the smallest number of edges in ( )S1C  connecting u 

and v. It is well-known that ( )SC  is connected and is δ-hyperbolic in the 

sense of Gromov (Masur-Minsky [10]). 

The curve complex ( )S~C  is similarly defined. Every vertex in ( )S0C  or 

( )S~0C  can be identified with a simple closed geodesic. Let ( )SĈ  be the 

subcomplex of ( )SC  consisting of non-preperipheral vertices. Thus, there 

defines a fibration ( ) ( )SS ~ˆ CC →  by forgetting the puncture x. According to 

Birman-Series [4], the union of all simple closed geodesics on S~  is not all of 

.~S  Whence we may choose a point x that misses every simple closed 

geodesic on ,~S  which means that a vertex in ( )S~C  can also be regarded as a 

vertex on ( )SĈ  (by simply removing the point x). We see that the fibration 

( ) →SĈ  ( )S~C  admits a global section. 

Let G be the group of covering transformations of the universal covering 
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map .~: S→H  The x-pointed mapping class group ,Modx
S  which is 

defined as a group that consists of mapping classes fixing x, is a subgroup of 
the ordinary mapping class group ( )SMod  with finite index n. It is well-

known (Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 of Birman [2]) that there exists an 
exact sequence 

 ( ) ( ) ,0~ModMod,~0 1 →→→π→ SxS x
S  (2.1) 

which defines an injective map of ( )xS ,~
1π  into .Modx

S  Note that an 

isomorphism between G and ( )xS ,~
1π  is obtained by choosing a lift x̂  of x 

in H to serve as a base point. As such, we obtain an injective map G:ψ  

.Mod x
S→  

Following Bers [1], we denote by { ( ) } .:ˆ H⊂∈= GhxhA  Then A  is 

a discrete subset of H invariant under the action of G. Let G  be the covering 

group of a universal covering map .: S→′ H  Clearly, ( )GSG HH ≅≅  

{ },\ x  and there exists an exact sequence 

,11 →→→Γ→ GG  

where Γ is the covering group of a universal covering map .\: AHH →v  

Let )(GQ  (resp. ))(GQ  be the group of quasiconformal automorphisms 

w of H satisfying GwGw =−1  (resp. ).1 GwGw =−  Two elements ∈21, ww  

( )GQ  (or in ))(GQ  are declared to be equivalent (write )~ 21 ww  if 21 ww =  

on .1SH =∂  Let ( )GQ0  denote the subgroup of ( )GQ  consisting of maps 

projecting (under )′  to maps on S leaving the puncture x fixed. For any 

( ),GQw ∈  there is a map ( )GQw ∈0  with [ ] [ ]0ww =  such that ( )A0w  

.A=  Thus 0w  defines a map on ,\AH  and hence 0w  can be lifted (through 

)′  to a map ( ).00 GQ∈ω  By Theorem 10 of [1], the map ( ) →ϕ∗ ~: GQ  
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x
SMod  defined by sending [ ]w  to the mapping class represented by the 

projection of 0ω  under ′  is an isomorphism. For simplicity we denote by 

[ ] [ ]( )ww ∗∗ ϕ=  for a [ ] ( ) .~GQw ∈  It is known that G can be regarded as a 

normal subgroup of ( ) ~GQ  so that the restriction G|ϕ∗  is exactly the 

injective map .Mod: x
SG →ψ  In other words, we have ( ) ( ) .F=ψ=ϕ∗ GG  

Let x
Sh Mod⊂∈∗ F  denote the mapping class ( ) ( )hh ψ=ϕ  for an .Gh ∈  

Fix ( ).~~
0 SC∈ε  Let { ( )}ε− ~1  be the set of geodesics ε̂  in H with ( )ε̂  

.~ε=  As ε~  is simple, all geodesics in { ( )}ε− ~1  are mutually disjoint. By 

Theorem 2 of Kra [9], there is a bijection Φ of { ( )}ε− ~1  onto the set P  of 

x-punctured cylinders on S whose geodesic boundary components project to 
.~ε  Two such cylinders P∈′CC,  are called equivalent (denoted by )~ CC ′  

if they share one boundary component. 

It is clear that { ( )}ε− ~1  gives rise to a partition of H. Let ε~R  denote the 

set of components of { ( )}.~\ 1 ε−H  Let ε~t  be the positive Dehn twist along 

,~ε  which is supported in a small neighborhood N
~

 of .~ε  Let H⊂N  be 

the union of all thin neighborhoods of { ( )}ε∈ε − ~ˆ 1  so that ( ) .
~
NN =  For 

every ,~ε∈Ω R  there is a lift HH →τ :  of ε~t  so that the restriction 

.id\ =|τ Ω N  It is easy to see that ( ) GGQ \∈τ  and thus [ ] ( )( ) .\~ GGQ∈τ  

Let ( )SF 0~ Ĉ⊂ε  denote the fiber over ε~  that consists of all ( )Su 0Ĉ∈  for 

which ,~~ ε=u  where u~  is homotopic to u if u is viewed as a curve on .~S  By 

Lemma 3.2 of [13], [ ]∗τ  is represented by the positive Dehn twist ut  along a 

non-preperipheral geodesic u for a .~ε∈ Fu  More precisely, the argument of 

the lemma yields that ( ) ( )cc ′ΦΦ ˆ~ˆ  for any two boundary components ∈′cc ˆ,ˆ  

{ ( )}.~1 ε⊂Ω∂ −  The components of ∂Ω are one-to-one correspondent with 
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the elements in the equivalence class of ( )ĉΦ  in .P  Thereby we obtain for 

each ( )S~~
0C∈ε  a well-defined surjective map 

 εεε →χ ~~~ : FR  (2.2) 

which sends Ω to u. εχ~  satisfies the invariance property: For every ,Gh ∈  

we have ( ) ( ) .11 −−
Ω τ=τ hghh  Hence 

[ ( ) ] [ ( ) ] [ ] ( ) ( ).
111

uhh thhhgh ∗=τ=τ=τ −∗∗
Ω

∗∗−−∗
Ω  

Let ε∈Ω ~R  be such that ( ) u=Ωχε~  for a given .~ε∈ Fu  Observe that the 

complement of the closure of Ω is a disjoint union of half planes. Each such 

half plane Δ includes infinitely many geodesics in { ( )},~1 ε−  and no geodesics 

in { ( )}ε− ~1  are contained in Ω. Thus, there are infinitely many half planes 

contained in .Δ  Let U  be the collection of all such half planes. Obviously 
U  is a partially ordered set defined by inclusion. Maximal elements of U  
are called first order elements (Δ is one of them), elements of U  that are 
included in a maximal element but are not included in any other elements of 
U  are called second order elements, and so on. We call the triple ( )U,, Ωτ  

the configuration corresponding to u. 

For any two vertices ( ),ˆ, 021 Suu C∈  let ( )111 ,, UΩτ  and ( )222 ,, UΩτ  

be the configurations corresponding to 1u  and ,2u  respectively. That is, =1u  

( )1~ Ωχε  and ( ).2~2 Ωχ= εu  

Lemma 2.1. Assume that there are maximal elements 11 U∈Δ  and 2Δ  

2U∈  such that ∅≠ΔΔ 21 ∩  and that 1Δ  is neither contained in 2Δ  nor 

contains .2Δ  Then ( ) .2, 21 ≥uudC  

Proof. We are left with two cases drawn in Figures 1(a) and (b). If 

Figure 1(a) occurs, then since S~: →H  is a local homeomorphism, 1
~u  

intersects ,~
2u  which leads to that 1u  intersects .2u  
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 (a) (b) 

Figure 1 

If Figure 1(b) occurs, then by considering the iterations mn
21 ττ  and nm

12 ττ  

on the unit circle 1S  for large n and m, from Lemma 4 of [12], we conclude 

that .2112
mnnm ττ≠ττ  Thus .

2112
m
u

n
u

n
u

m
u tttt ≠  It follows that 1u  intersects .2u  

 ~ 

In particular, in the case where ,~~~
21 ε== uu  i.e., 21, uu  lie on the fiber 

,~εF  then ., ~21 ε∈ΩΩ R  If 1Ω  is disjoint from ,2Ω  Lemma 2.1 asserts that 

1u  intersects .2u  Now consider the case where 1Ω  and ε∈Ω ~2 R  are 

adjacent; that is, 1Ω  and 2Ω  share a common geodesic in H. 

Lemma 2.2. Let ., ~21 ε∈ΩΩ R  The following are equivalent: 

  (i) 1Ω  and 2Ω  are adjacent, 

 (ii) ( ) ,1, 21 =uudC  and 

(iii) { }21, uu  are boundary components of an x-punctured cylinder on S. 

Proof. Suppose that 1Ω  and 2Ω  are adjacent. Then 12 Δ⊂Ω  for an 

element 11 U∈Δ  and { }.inofelementsordersecondall\ 1112 ΔΔ=Ω U  Let 
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21 ΩΩ= ∩e  denote the common boundary geodesic in H. As usual, let ,iτ  

,2,1=i  be the lifts of ε~t  that is defined by .iΩ  Let ( )1~1 Ωχ= εu  and =2u  

( ).2~ Ωχε  Let eN  be the 1-neighborhood of e. Then eN  is a crescent 

neighborhood that touches 1S  at two points { }., zy  Let Gh ∈  be the primitive 

simple hyperbolic element that keeps e (and hence also )eN  invariant and 

has the same orientation as .1τ  It is easy to see that { }zy,  are fixed points of 

h and that heN  is a cylinder with central geodesic .~ε  From Theorem 2 of 

[9, 11], ∗h  is represented by the spin ,1
01
−
uu tt  where we note that 1u  and 

0u  are boundary components of an x-punctured cylinder on S. 

On the other hand, by construction, 1
1τ−h  leaves the identity on .2Ω  

Clearly, 2Ω  is the maximal region so that the restriction N\1
1

2Ω
− |τh  is the 

identity. It follows that .21
1 τ=τ−h  As such, by the construction of ,~εχ  

[ ] [ ] 221
1

uth =τ=τ ∗∗−  and [ ] .11 ut=τ ∗  But 

[ ] ( ) [ ] .0110
1

1
1

1
1

uuuu tttthh ==τ=τ −∗−∗∗−  

It follows that 20 uu tt =  and thus .20 uu =  Since 1u  and 0u  are boundary 

components of an x-punctured cylinder on 1, uS  and 0u  are disjoint. So 1u  

and 2u  are disjoint. This particularly implies that ( ( ) ( )) .1, 2~1~ =ΩχΩχ εεCd  

Conversely, suppose that ( ) .1, 21 =uudC  Since ,~~~
21 ε== uu  { }21, uu  

forms an x-punctured cylinder on S. It follows from Theorem 2 of [9, 11] that 

there is a simple hyperbolic element Gh ∈  such that .1
21
−∗ = uu tth  That is, 

,1
1

2 τ=τ −h  which implies that 1Ω  and 2Ω  are adjacent. Finally, the fact 

that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent is obvious. ~ 

It follows from Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.1 that the map (2.2) is also 
injective. Hence we have established the following: 
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Lemma 2.3. The map εχ~  defined as (2.2) is a bijection which satisfies 

the equivariance condition ( )( ) ( ( ))Ωχ=Ωχ ε
∗

ε ~~ gg  for any ( ),~~
0 SC∈ε  ∈Ω  

,~εR  and .Gg ∈  

Suppose now that ε∈ΩΩ ~21, R  and .21 Ω≠Ω  Then 1Ω  is disjoint from 

.2Ω  There are two cases: either 1Ω  is adjacent to ,2Ω  or 1Ω  is disjoint from 

.2Ω  If 1Ω  is adjacent to ,2Ω  then by Lemma 2.2, ( ) .1, 21 =uudC  If 1Ω  is 

disjoint from ,2Ω  by Lemma 2.1, we have ( ) .2, 21 ≥uudC  

Remark 2. In [17], we further discussed the case where ( ) ,2, 21 ≥uudC  

and give a characterization for the two geodesics ( ),1~1 Ωχ= εu  ( )2~2 Ωχ= εu  

to satisfy the condition ( ) .2, 21 =uudC  

In the case where ,~~
21 uu ≠  we have: 

Lemma 2.4. Let ( )Suu 021, C∈  be such that .~~
21 uu ≠  The following 

statements are equivalent: 

  (i) ( ) ,1, 21 =uudC  

 (ii) ∅≠ΩΩ 21 ∩  and { ( )}1
1 ~u−  is disjoint from { ( )},~

2
1 u−  and 

(iii) for any maximal elements 11 U∈Δ  and ,22 U∈Δ  either 1Δ  and 2Δ  

are disjoint, or 1Δ  and 2Δ  are nested (that is, either ,21 Δ⊂Δ  or ).12 Δ⊂Δ  

Proof. If 21, uu  are disjoint, then 21
~,~ uu  are also disjoint. Hence { ( )}1

1 ~u−  

and { ( )}2
1 ~u−  are disjoint. The fact that ∅≠ΩΩ 21 ∩  follows from Lemma 

2.1. This shows that (i) implies (ii). 

To show that (ii) implies (iii), we notice that 1τ  and 2τ  are the lifts              

of 1
~ut  and .1

~ut  1τ  and 2τ  determine the configurations ( )111 ,, UΩτ  and 
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( ).,, 222 UΩτ  Since { ( )}1
1 ~u−  and { ( )}2

1 ~u−  are disjoint and 21 ΩΩ ∩  

,∅≠  (iii) is satisfied. 

Finally, if (iii) holds, then ∅≠ΩΩ 21 ∩  and 1
~u  and 2

~u  are disjoint. If 

1u  intersects ,2u  then we are in the situation of Figure 1(b), and we must 

have .21 ∅≠ΩΩ ∩  This leads to a contradiction. ~ 

Remark 3. If a maximal element 11 U∈Δ  contains a maximal element 

of ,2U  then 1Δ  contains infinitely many maximal elements of ;2U  but if 

11 U∈Δ  is contained in a maximal element 2Δ  of ,2U  then such a 2Δ  is 

unique. The same is true for maximal elements of .2U  

Throughout the rest of the paper we assume that S is a closed hyperbolic 

Riemann surface minus one point x. In this case, we have ( )Sx
S ModMod =  

and ( ) ( );ˆ
00 SS CC =  that is, every vertex ( )Su 0C∈  is non-preperipheral. 

3. Partitions and Regions in Hyperbolic Plane Determined by Vertices 

Let F∈f  be a pseudo-Anosov element. By Theorem 2 of [9], there is 

Gg ∈  such that fg =∗  and g is an essential hyperbolic element, which 

means that the projection ( )( )gc axis:~ =  is an oriented filling closed 

geodesic on .~S  

Let ( ).~~
00 Su C∈  Then ( ) .1~,~

0 ≥cui  Choose 0
~0 uR∈Ω′  so that ∩0Ω′  

( ) .axis ∅≠g  Obviously, 0Ω′  determines a configuration ( )000 ,, U ′Ω′τ′  that 

corresponds to a vertex ( ) ( ).0~00~
00 SFu uu C⊂∈=Ω′χ  Notice that Sc ~~ ⊂  

is a filling geodesic that intersects .~
0u  Thus ( )gaxis  crosses infinitely many 

geodesics in { ( )}.~
0

1 u−  This particularly implies that ( )gaxis  cannot be 

completely included in .0Ω′  
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Since 0
~u  is simple, all geodesics in { ( )}0

1 ~u−  are mutually disjoint. We 

conclude that there are maximal elements ,, 000 U ′∈Δ′Δ  which are disjoint 

from each other, such that ( )gaxis  crosses both 0Δ  and 0Δ′  and that ⊂Ω′0  

( ).\ 00 Δ′Δ ∪H  We may assume that 0Δ  and 0Δ′  cover the attracting and 

repelling fixed points { }BA,  of g, respectively. 0Δ  and 0Δ′  are shown in 

Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2 

For each ,1≥k  let ku  denote the geodesic homotopic to the image of 0u  

under the map .kf  Then ku  is a non-preperipheral geodesic and in particular, 

 ( ) ( ( ) ( ))000 ,,:,, UU ′Ω′τ′=′Ω′τ′ − kkkk
kkk gggg  (3.1) 

is the configuration corresponding to .ku  This tells us that 

 ( )0: Δ′=Δ′ k
k g  (3.2) 

is a maximal element of kU ′  that covers the repelling fixed point B of g. All 

the half planes { }kΔ′  are also shown in Figure 2. 

For any half plane ,H⊂Δ  denote by Δ∂  the boundary geodesic of Δ in 
H. It is obvious that for ,0≥k  

 ( ) .1+Δ′∂=Δ′∂ kkg  (3.3) 
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For simplicity, we also write { } ., 1
kkk QP Δ′∂= ∩S  Observe that { }BA,\1S  

has two components L  and ,R  where L  is the component containing all 

labeled points iQ  and R  is the component containing all labeled points .iP  

For any two points ,, L∈′XX  denote by ( )XX ′  the subarc of L  

connecting X and .X ′  Likewise, let ( )YY ′  denote the subarc of R  

connecting two points ., R∈′YY  Points lying on L  or on R  can be ordered 

as follows: we declare XX ′<  if and only if ( ) ( ) .L⊂′⊂ XBBX  Likewise, 

we say YY ′<  if and only if ( ) ( ) .R⊂′⊂ YBBY  

Some basic properties for the labeled points kP  and kQ  are included in 

the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.1. We have: 

  (i) all kP  and kQ  are hyperbolic fixed points of G satisfying << 21 PP  

<< mP  and ,21 <<<< mQQQ  

 (ii) for all ( ) 1,0 +=≥ kk QQgk  and ( ) ,1+= kk PPg  and more precisely, 

(iii) for all ( ) ( )211,0 +++ =≥ kkkk QQQQgk  and ( ) ( ).211 +++ = kkkk PPPPg  

Proof. Notice that { } 1, S∩kkk QP Δ′∂=  and kk U∈Δ′  are maximal 

elements. We deduce that kΔ′∂  are axes of simple hyperbolic elements of G. 

It turns out that kP  and kQ  are hyperbolic fixed points of G. Since ( )kΔ′∂  

0
~u=  for all ,0≥k  { } { ( )}.~0: 0

1 ukk
−⊂≥Δ′∂  Hence 1+Δ′∂ k  is disjoint 

from kΔ′∂  for all .0≥k  (i)-(iii) follow immediately from (3.2) and (3.3). ~ 

Lemma 3.2. Let H⊂û  be a geodesic that divides H into two half 

planes Δ and .Δ′  Suppose that ( ) Su ~ˆ ⊂  is a simple closed geodesic and Δ 

is disjoint from ( )gaxis  and covers kQ  for some k. Then Δ cannot cover any 

other labeled point .iQ  
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Proof. Since ( ) ( )Su ~ˆ 0C∈  is simple, for any ,Gh ∈  ( ) .∅=Δ∂Δ∂ ∩h  

In particular, ( ) .∅=Δ∂Δ∂ ∩g  Consider the action of g on H. For those Δ 

disjoint from ( ),axis g  we have ( ) .∅=ΔΔ ∩g  If Δ covers kQ  and ,1+kQ  

and is disjoint from ( ),axis g  then by Lemma 3.1(iii), ( )Δg  covers 1+kQ  and 

,2+kQ  which implies that ( ) ,∅≠ΔΔ ∩g  contradicting that ( ) .∅=ΔΔ ∩g  
 ~ 

Let 00 α=δ  be the angle between 0Δ′∂  and ( ).axis g  Unless otherwise 

stated, throughout the paper the angle between ( )gaxis  and a geodesic l 

intersecting ( )gaxis  is defined as the angle through which l must be rotated 

(in counterclockwise direction) to make it coincide with ( ).axis g  For ,1≥j  

we let jδ  be the angle between ( )gaxis  and the geodesic joining from 0Q  to 

.jP  See Figure 2. We see that 

.011 δ<δ<<δ<δ< −mm  

Since g can be regarded as a Möbius transformation of H which keeps 
( )gaxis  invariant, jδ  is also the angle between ( )gaxis  and the geodesic 

joining from kQ  to kjP +  for all .0≥k  

More generally, jδ  are invariant under Möbius transformations on H. 

This in turn implies that for every ,Gh ∈  jδ  is also the angle between 

( )( )gh axis  and the geodesic connecting ( )0Qh  and ( ).jPh  

To each geodesic û  intersecting ( ),axis g  there associates an angle ûδ  

which is defined as follows. Write { } ,ˆ, 1
ˆˆ S∩uYX uu =  where L∈uX ˆ  and 

.ˆ R∈uY  Let u′ˆ  be the geodesic connecting uY ˆ  and ( ).ˆ
1

uXg−  Then we 

define ûδ  as the angle between u′ˆ  and ( ).axis g  

Lemma 3.3. Let H⊂v̂  be a geodesic intersecting ( ).gaxis  Let v̂α  denote 

the angle between v̂  and ( ).axis g  Suppose that .ˆˆ uv δ<α  Then { ( ) }0:ˆ ≥ivgi  

intersects .û  
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Proof. Suppose that ( )vgi ˆ  are disjoint from û  for all i. Then ( )ugi ˆ  are 

disjoint from v̂  for all i. Let p be the integer such that v̂  lies in between 

( )ug p ˆ  and ( ).ˆ1 ug p+  See Figure 3. 

It is obvious that v̂α  is no smaller than the angle α between ( )gaxis  and 

the geodesic connecting ( )u
p Xg ˆ  and ( ).ˆ

1
u

p Yg +  Note that g keeps ( )gaxis  

invariant. α is also the angle between ( )gaxis  and the geodesic connecting 

( )uXg ˆ
1−  and uY ˆ  which is, by the definition, is equal to .ûδ  We thus conclude 

that ,ûδ=α  and so ,ˆˆ uv δ≥α  which contradicts the hypothesis. ~ 

 
Figure 3 

The following lemma will be used frequently in the proof of Theorem 
1.2. 

Lemma 3.4. Let vu ˆ,ˆ  be geodesics in H intersecting ( ).axis g  Let ûα  

and v̂α  be the angles between ( )gaxis  and û  and between ( )gaxis  and ,v̂  

respectively. Assume that 1ˆ −δ<α≤δ quq  for some .1≥q  Then { ( ) :v̂gi  

}0≥i  intersects û  whenever .1ˆ +δ<α qv  

Proof. The assumption that 1ˆ −δ<α≤δ quq  and 1+δ≥δ qq  implies that 

.1ˆ +δ≥δ qu  Since ,1ˆ +δ<α qv  we have uv ˆˆ δ<α  and hence by Lemma 3.3, 

we conclude that { ( ) }0:ˆ ≥ivgi  intersects the geodesic .û  ~ 
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4. Classification of Vertices of ( )SC  in Terms of Essential 

Hyperbolic Elements of G 

For each ( ) ( )SvSv ~~, 00 CC ∈∈  is non-trivial. Let ( )vvv U,, Ωτ  denote 

the corresponding configuration. By the definition, vΩ  is a component of 

{ ( )}.~\ 1 v−H  As we saw before, ( )gaxis  cannot be completely contained in 

.vΩ  There are two possibilities: 

(1) ( )gaxis  is contained in a maximal element vΔ  of ,vU  or 

(2) there is a pair ( )∗ΔΔ vv ,  of maximal elements of vU  such that ( )gaxis  

intersects vΔ∂  and ,∗Δ∂ v  where vΔ  and ∗Δv  are the maximal elements of 

vU  that cover the attracting and repelling fixed points A, B of g, respectively. 

By Lemma 2.1 of [14], ∗Δv  is identified with the maximal element of vU  

containing ( ).\1
vg Δ− H  In cases (1) and (2) above, we denote { } =vv YX ,  

.1S∩vΔ∂  

If (1) occurs, vΔ  covers both attracting and repelling fixed points of g. 

Moreover, the boundary vΔ∂  is disjoint from ( ).axis g  Such an vΩ  is 

referred to as a type (I) region. We say that vΩ  is supported on L  (resp. )R  

if ( ) L⊂Δ 1\ SH ∩v  ( ( ) ).\.resp 1 R⊂Δ SH ∩v  It is clear that for a type (I) 

region ,vΩ  either { } L∈vv YX ,  or { } ,, R∈vv YX  depending on whether 

vΩ  is supported on L  or on .R  

Let { }kΔ′  be the half planes as defined in (3.2). It is known that kΔ′  are 

maximal elements of .kU ′  In what follows, we write ”,“ kvv QYX <  to mean 

that kv Δ′⊂Ω  is of type (I) and is supported on .L  Likewise, vv YX ,“  

”kP<  means that kv Δ′⊂Ω  is of type (I) and is supported on .R  
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In Figure 4(a), a type (I) region vΩ  and the maximal element vv U∈Δ  

are drawn, where vΩ  is supported on L  and is contained in .kΔ′  In this case, 

we have ., kvv QYX <  

 
 (a) (b) 

Figure 4 

If (2) occurs, then ( )gaxis  crosses vΔ∂  and ∗Δ∂ v  and ( ).\ ∗ΔΔ⊂Ω vvv ∪H  

Such an vΩ  is referred to as a type (II) region. See Figure 4(b). In this case, 

vX  and vY  are separated by ( ).axis g  As always, we let L∈vX  and .R∈vY  

By our convention, kv Δ′⊂Ω  if and only if kv QX <  and .kv PY <  

It is known that 0Ω′  and mΩ′  are type (II) regions. Also, in both cases (1) 

and (2), we remark that vΔ  covers the attracting fixed point A of g, while for 

every kk Δ′≥ ,1  covers the point B, but does not cover the point A. 

The result can be summarized as the following lemma for future 
reference: 

Lemma 4.1. There exists a maximal element vv U∈Δ  with these 

properties: 
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  (i) vΔ  covers the attracting fixed point A of g, 

 (ii) vΔ  is not contained in kΔ′  for any ,0≥k  and 

(iii) vΔ  is not disjoint from ( ).axis g  

Recall that for every non-negative integer ( )Suk k 0, C∈  is associated 

with the configuration ( ) ( ( ) ( ))000 ,,,, UU ′Ω′τ′=′Ω′τ′ − kkkk
kkk gggg  and kΔ′  

kU∈  is a maximal element such that { } ., 1S∩kkk QP Δ′∂=  

Lemma 4.2. Let vΩ  be a type (II) region. Let vΔ  be as in Lemma 4.1. 

Suppose ( ) .1, =kuvdC  Then for some vk XQk ≤≥ ,1  and vk YP ≤  (which 

is equivalent to that ).\ kv Δ′⊆Δ H  

Proof. Assume that .kv QX <  By Lemma 4.1, vΔ  is not contained in kΔ′  

and .∅≠Δ′Δ kv ∩  If ,∅≠Δ′∂Δ∂ kv ∩  i.e., ,vk YP <  then since S~: →H  

is a local homeomorphism, v~  intersects .~
ku  Hence v intersects ku  as well, 

and this contradicts the hypothesis. 

If ,kv PY <  then ∅=Δ′∂Δ∂ kv ∩  and .H=Δ′Δ kv ∪  See Figure 1(b). 

Note that vΔ  and ∗Δv  cover the attracting and repelling fixed points of g, 

respectively, and .∅≠ΔΔ ∗
kv ∩  From the construction, ( ).\ ∗ΔΔ⊂Ω vvv ∪H  

Hence vΩ  is disjoint from .\ kΔ′H  But .\ kk Δ′⊂Ω′ H  We conclude that vΩ  

is disjoint from (but not adjacent to) .kΩ′  If ,~~
kuv =  that is, ,, ~vkv R∈Ω′Ω  

then from Lemma 2.2, ( ) .2, ≥kuvdC  If ,~~
kuv ≠  then from Lemma 2.4, we 

also conclude that ( ) .2, ≥kuvdC  The case where kv PY =  cannot occur. 

Hence .vk XQ ≤  The same argument also yields that .vk YP ≤  ~ 

Lemma 4.3. Let vΩ  be a type (I) region. Assume that ( ) .1, =kuvdC  

Then .vk Δ⊂Δ′  

Proof. We only handle the case where vΩ  is supported on L  and show 
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that vk XQ <  and .vk YQ <  If ,kv QX =  then .kv QY ≠  Let Ggk ∈  be a 

primitive hyperbolic element such that ( )kgaxis  is the geodesic joining kP  

and .kQ  Notice that ( )vvv U,, Ωτ  is the configuration corresponding to v. It is 

apparent that vΔ∂  is the axis of another primitive hyperbolic element h of G, 

where .kgh ≠  Since ,vk XQ =  h and kg  share the same fixed point ,kQ  

which contradicts that G is a discrete group. We conclude that .kv QX ≠  

Suppose now that .kv QX <  If ,kv QY =  the same argument as above 

leads to a contradiction. If ,kv QY <  then ,∅=ΩΩ kv ∩  contradicting that 

( ) .1, =kuvdC  If ,kv QY >  then sΔ∂  intersects .kΔ′∂  This implies that v~  

intersects .~~
0uuk =  Again, this contradicts that ( ) .1, =kuvdC  This proves 

.vk XQ <  Similarly, one can prove .vk YQ <  ~ 

We proceed to study a geodesic path (1.2) in ( )S1C  that connects 0u  

and mu  for any .1≥m  From the definition, we know that ( ) ,1, 10 =vudC  

( ) 1, =ms uvdC  and ( ) 1, 1 =+jj vvdC  for .1...,,1 −= sj  Since ,,0 muu  and 

all jv  are non-preperipheral, these vertices are associated with configurations. 

As we have seen, ( )000 ,, U ′Ω′τ′  and ( )mmm U ′Ω′τ′ ,,  are the configurations 

for 0u  and ,mu  respectively. Let ( )jjj U,, Ωτ  be the configurations 

corresponding to those jv  for ....,,1 sj =  

The following lemma is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 
4.2 (by setting svv =  and :)mk =  

Lemma 4.4. With the same notation and terminology as above, we have 

 (i) if sΩ  is a type (II) region, then sm YP ≤  and ,sm XQ ≤  and 

(ii) if sΩ  is a type (I) region and is supported on ,L  then sm XQ <  and 

.sm YQ <  ~ 
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A question arises as to whether ks Δ′⊆Δ \0 H  implies .0ss =  The answer 

to the question is negative. However, for a type (II) region ,0sΩ  we have the 

following result. 

Lemma 4.5. Let 0sΩ  be the first type (II) region in the list { ,00 Ω′=Ω  

}ms Ω′ΩΩ ,...,,1  satisfying .0sm YP ≤  

 (i) If ,0sm YP =  then .0 ms QX =  In this case, .0ss =  

(ii) If ,0sm YP <  then .0 ms QX ≠  In this case, 10 +≥ ss  if ,0 ms QX <  

and 10 +≥≥ mss  if ms QX >0  and all regions prior to 0sΩ  are type (II) 

regions. 

Proof. (i) If ,0 ms PY =  by the same argument of Lemma 4.3, we conclude 

that .0 ms QX =  Thus, mΔ′∂  is a component of ,0sΩ∂  which means that all 

boundary components of 0sΩ  project to the same ( ) .~
0um =Δ′∂  This in turn 

implies that ., 00
~ums R∈Ω′Ω  Note that 0sΩ  and mΩ′  share the common 

boundary component .mΔ′∂  It follows that 0sΩ  is adjacent to .mΩ′  Hence 

from Lemma 2.2, ( ) .1,0 =ms uvdC  In particular, 0sv  and mu  are disjoint, 

which says that .0ss =  

(ii) Assume that .0sm YP <  Again by the same argument of Lemma 4.3, 

we see that .0 ms QX ≠  If ,0 ms QX <  then by Lemma 4.2, ( ) .2,0 ≥ms uvdC  

Hence .10 +≥ ss  

We now turn to the case where ,0 ms PY >  ,0 ms QX >  and all regions 

prior to 0sΩ  are type (II) regions. We claim that 110 −− > ms QX  and 10−sY  

.1−> mP  Indeed, the assumption says that 0sΩ  is a type (II) region. So     

there exist maximal elements 000 , sss U∈ΔΔ ∗  so that ( ),\ 000
∗ΔΔ⊂Ω sss ∪H  
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where ∗Δ 0s  contains the geodesic joining 1−mQ  and .1−mP  In other words, 

we have .10 ∅=Δ′Ω −ms ∩  

On the other hand, the pair ( )∗
−− ΔΔ 11 00 , ss  of maximal elements of 

10 −sU  is chosen so that ( ).\ 111 000
∗

−−− ΔΔ⊂Ω sss ∪H  Since 0
~

sv  is disjoint 

from 11 00 ,~
−− Ω∂ ssv  is disjoint from .0sΩ∂  So if ,110 −− < ms QX  we must 

have .00 1 ∅=ΩΩ − ss ∩  This contradicts Lemma 2.4, proving that >−10sX  

.1−mQ  Similarly, one can show that .110 −− > ms PY  By an induction argument, 

one similarly shows that jmjs QX −− >0  and jmjs PY −− >0  for every j with 

.0 mj ≤≤  We conclude that .10 +≥≥ mss  ~ 

5. Consecutive Vertices in a Geodesic Path in the Curve Complex 

In this section, we investigate consecutive vertices in a geodesic 
[ ]ms uvvu ,...,,, 10  in ( )S1C  connecting 0u  and .mu  Consider again the 

sequence 

 .,...,,, 100 ms Ω′ΩΩΩ′=Ω  (5.1) 

Notice that 0Ω  and mΩ′  are type (II) regions, and any other region in (5.1) is 

either a type (I) or a type (II) region. Unless otherwise stated, in what 
follows, we assume that the first type (I) region in (5.1) is supported on .L  

Let jj ΩΩ − ,1  be two consecutive regions in (5.1), and let jj U∈Δ  and 

11 −− ∈Δ jj U  be the maximal elements obtained from Lemma 4.1. The 

geodesics jΔ∂  and 1−Δ∂ j  intersect 1S  at { }jj YX ,  and { },, 11 −− jj YX  

respectively. Recall that L∈−1, jj XX  and ., 1 R∈−jj YY  

Lemma 5.1. Assume that jΩ  is a type (I) region and 1−Ω j  is a type (II) 

region with kj QX <−1  and .1 kj PY <−  Then kjj PYX <,  if jΩ  is supported 

on ;R  and kjj QYX <,  if jΩ  is supported on .L  
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Proof. The condition ( ) 1,1 =− jj vvdC  implies that ( ) .1~,~
1 =− jj vvdC  If 

,~~
1 jj vv ≠−  by Lemma 2.4, .1 ∅≠ΩΩ −jj ∩  Since ( )∗

−−− ΔΔ⊂Ω 111 \ jjj ∪H  

and since jΩ∂  and 1−Ω∂ j  are mutually disjoint, we deduce that ⊂Ω j  

( ).\ 11
∗
−− ΔΔ jj ∪H  The assumption also tells us that ,1 kj Δ′⊂Ω −  which 

means that H=Δ′Δ − kj ∪1  and .1 ∅=Δ′∂Δ∂ − kj ∩  Therefore, ,kj Δ′⊂Ω  

which says kjj PYX <,  if jΩ  is supported on ,R  or ,jX  kj QY <  if jΩ  

is supported on .L  

If ,~~~
1 vvv jj ==−  then vjj Fvv ~1, ∈−  and thus ., ~1 vjj R∈ΩΩ −  By 

Lemma 2.2, jΩ  and 1−Ω j  are adjacent. It is obvious that ≠ΩΩ −1jj ∩  

;1−Δ∂ j  otherwise, jΩ  is of type (II), which contradicts the hypothesis. It 

follows that ,kj Δ′⊂Ω  as asserted. ~ 

Lemma 5.2. Suppose that 1−Ω j  and jΩ  are both type (II) regions such 

that kj QX <−1  and 01 kj PY <−  for some positive integers k and .0k  Then 

1+< kj QX  and .10 +< kj PY  

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as in Lemma 4.5(ii), and the 
details are omitted. ~ 

Lemma 5.3. Suppose that 1−Ω j  is a type (I) region but jΩ  is a type (II) 

region. Then kjj QYX <−− 11,  implies that .1+< kj QX  Similarly, ,1−jX  

kj PY <−1  implies that .1+< kj PY  

Proof. Suppose first that 1
~~

−≠ jj vv  are disjoint. Notice that jΩ  is in fact 

the complement of all maximal elements of .jU  Since jΩ  is of type (II), 

( ),\ ∗ΔΔ⊂Ω jjj ∪H  where, as usual, jj U∈Δ∗  denotes the maximal element 

that contains ( ).\1
jg Δ− H  
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Suppose that jΔ\H  is not included in .1+Δ′k  The condition that 1−jv  is 

disjoint from jv  implies that all boundary components of jΩ  are disjoint 

from all boundary components of .1−Ω j  Note that ( )∗ΔΔ⊂Ω jjj ∪\H  and 

( ).\ 111
∗
−−− ΔΔ⊂Ω jjj ∪H  By Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 2.1 of [14], 1−Ω j  

must be disjoint from .jΩ  But this contradicts Lemma 2.4. It follows that 

.\ 1+Δ′⊂Δ kjH  Therefore, .1+Δ′⊂Ω kj  

Similarly, we can handle the case in which .~~
1−= jj vv  ~ 

For each type (II) region ,jΩ  let jα  denote the angle between ( )gaxis  

and .jΔ∂  

Lemma 5.4. With the same condition of Lemma 5.3. Assume that ,1−jX  

kj QY <−1  and that qj δ≥α  for some integer q. Then 1+< kj QX  and <jY  

.1 qkP ++  

Proof. By applying Lemma 5.3, we conclude that .1+< kj QX  Suppose 

that .21 qkjqk PYP ++++ <<  Observe that qδ  is the angle between ( )gaxis  

and the geodesic joining from 0Q  and ,qP  which is also the angle between 

( )gaxis  and the geodesic joining from 1+kQ  to .1 qkP ++  We deduce that 

jkjjk QXQ +++ << 1  for some .1≥j  This leads to a contradiction. It 

follows that .1 qkj PY ++≤  But certainly, .1 qkj PY ++≠  We conclude that 

,1 qkj PY ++<  and hence ,1 qkj ++Δ′⊂Ω  as asserted. ~ 

We now consider the case where there are consecutive type (I) regions in 
the list (5.1). 

Lemma 5.5. Suppose that 1−Ω j  and jΩ  are both type (I) regions. Then 

kjj QYX <−− 11,  implies ., 1+< kjj QYX  Similarly, kjj PYX <−− 11,  

implies ., 1+< kjj PYX  
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Proof. Again, we only treat the case where jj vv ~~
1 ≠−  are disjoint. From 

Lemma 2.4, we know that ∅≠ΩΩ −1jj ∩  and all the boundary components 

of 1−Ω j  are disjoint from all the boundary components of .jΩ  This implies 

that jΔ∂  is disjoint from .1−Δ∂ j  Hence either jj Δ⊂Δ −1  or .1−Δ⊂Δ jj  

In the former case, we have .kj Δ′⊂Ω  

In the later case, we consider the half plane jΔ\H  and notice that jΩ  

jΔ⊂ \H  and that jΔ\H  contains .\ 1−Δ jH  Since jΩ  is a type (I) region, 

jΔ\H  is disjoint from ( ).axis g  So if 1+> kj QX  and ,, 11 kjj PYX <−−  then 

jΔ\H  would cover both kQ  and .1+kQ  But this contradicts Lemma 3.2. ~ 

Finally, if there are ,2, jrr ≤≤  consecutive type (I) regions in the list 

(5.1), Lemma 5.5 can be extended to the following result. 

Lemma 5.6. Suppose that jrj ΩΩ +− ...,,1  are r consecutive type (I) 

regions in the sequence (5.1) such that ., 11 krjrj QYX <+−+−  Then jj YX ,  

,dkQ +<  where [ ]2rd =  is the largest integer less than or equal to .2r  

Proof. The assumption tells us that 1+−Ω rj  is supported on .L  We claim 

that 2+−Ω rj  is also supported on .L  Otherwise, 1+−Ω rj  is disjoint from 

.2+−Ω rj  By Lemma 2.4, we deduce that ( ) .2, 21 ≥+−+− rjrj vvdC  This leads 

to a contradiction. An induction argument yields that all ,...,,1 jrj ΩΩ +−  

must also be supported on .L  

The fact that 122 , ++−+− < krjrj QYX  follows from Lemma 5.5. Suppose 

3≥r  and consider the type (I) region 3+−Ω rj  and the associated maximal 

element .33 +−+− ∈Δ rjrj U  It is clear that either 32 +−+− Δ⊂Δ rjrj  or 

.23 +−+− Δ⊂Δ rjrj  In either cases, since ( )Sv rj
~~

03 C∈+−  is simple, by 

Lemma 3.2, ( ) 1
3\ SH ∩+−Δ rj  cannot cover ( ),1+kkQQ  which implies 
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., 133 ++−+− < krjrj QYX  But then we must have 244, ++−+− < krjrj QYX  

(if ).4≥r  Here we notice that ( )Sv rj
~~

04 C∈+−  is a simple geodesic, and by 

Lemma 3.2 again, ( ) 1
4\ SH ∩+−Δ rj  cannot cover ( ).21 ++ kk QQ  

It follows from an induction argument that [ ]2, qkqrjqrj QYX ++−+− <  

for .1 rq ≤≤  Setting rq =  we conclude that dkjj QYX +<,  for [ ].2rd =  

~ 

6. First Three Vertices in a Geodesic Path Joining 0u  and mu  

Observe that 00 Ω′=Ω  is a type (II) region that is contained in 

( ).\ 00 Δ′Δ ∪H  Since 0
~u  is chosen so that ( ) ,2~,~

0 ≥cui  H=Δ′Δ 10 ∪  and 

.10 ∅=Δ′∂Δ∂ ∩  It follows that 10 PY <  and .10 QX <  

Suppose that 1Ω  is a type (I) region supported on .L  By Lemma 5.1, 

., 111 QYX <  This implies .11 Δ′⊂Ω  

If 1Ω  is a type (II) region, then since 0Ω  is of type (II), by Lemma 5.2, 

21 PY <  and .21 QX <  This means .21 Δ′⊂Ω  

By combining these two possibilities for ,1Ω  we conclude that .21 Δ′⊂Ω  

Now take 2Ω  into consideration. If both 1Ω  and 2Ω  are type (I) regions, 

then ,, 111 QYX <  and by Lemma 5.5, ,, 222 QYX <  which says .22 Δ′⊂Ω  

If both 1Ω  and 2Ω  are type (II) regions, then by Lemma 5.2, 32 PY <  

and ,32 QX <  which says .32 Δ′⊂Ω  

If 1Ω  is a type (II) region but 2Ω  is a type (I) region, then by Lemma 

5.1, 222, PYX <  or ,, 222 QYX <  both of which imply that .22 Δ′⊂Ω  

In the case where 1Ω  is of type (I) and 2Ω  is of type (II), we have 

., 111 QYX <  By Lemma 5.3, .22 QX <  We need to rule out the possibility 
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that the other end 2Y  of 2Δ∂  is pretty far down, such as R∈2Y  is near to 

the point A. Notice that ( ) ( ).\ 10
1

1 QQ⊂Δ SH ∩  

Since S is a surface with type ( ),1,p  we have ( ) ( ),ˆ
00 SS CC =  which 

tells us that every vertex in ( )S0C  is non-preperipheral. This in turn implies 

that Sv ~~
1 ⊂  is a simple closed geodesic. Recall that ( )111 ,, UΩτ  is the 

configuration corresponding to ,1v  and that ( )( )gc axis~ =  is a filling 

closed geodesic that intersects .~
1v  Hence ( )gaxis  intersects some geodesics 

in { ( )}.~
1

1 v−  Let { ( )}1
1

1
~v−∈γ  be such a geodesic. Since ( ) ( )10 Δ′∂=Δ′∂  

0
~u=  is disjoint from ( ) 11

~v=γ  and since { ( )} H⊂−
1

1 ~v  consists of mutually 

disjoint geodesics, we conclude that ( )1γ
ig  are disjoint from 0Δ′∂  and .1Δ′∂  

Observe also that all geodesics ( )1γ
ig  are disjoint and intersect ( ).axis g  

These geodesics are also disjoint from .2Δ∂  Let 1β  denote the angle between 

( )gaxis  and 1γ  (which is also the angle between ( )gaxis  and any )),( 1γ
ig  

and let ( )1γδ  denote the associated angle as defined in Section 3. Then 

( )[ ] ,21 δ=γδ  where we define [ ] 1+δ=α j  if .1 jj δ<α≤δ +  By Lemma 

3.3, .11 δ≥β  Thus by Lemma 3.3 again, ( ) ,212 δ≥γδ≥α  where we recall 

2α  is the angle between ( )gaxis  and .2Δ∂  Since ,22 QX <  by Lemma 5.4, 

we obtain .42 PY <  That is, .42 Δ′⊂Ω  

By combining all the possibilities for 1Ω  and ,2Ω  we conclude that 2Ω  

.4Δ′⊂  From Lemma 4.2 we thus obtain the following result. 

Proposition 6.1. Let ( )Su 00 C∈  and let ( )000 ,, U ′Ω′τ′  be the 

corresponding configuration. Let Sc ~~ ⊂  be a filling closed geodesic 

determined by a pseudo-Anosov map F∈= ∗gf  for an essential 

hyperbolic element ,Gg ∈  with the properties that ( ) 2~,~
0 ≥uci  and ∩0Ω′  

( ) .axis ∅≠g  Then for any ,2≥m  any geodesic path [ ( )]010 ,...,,, ufvvu m
s  
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in ( )SC  joining 0u  and ( ),0uf m  we have 21 Δ′⊂Ω  and ,42 Δ′⊂Ω  where 

21, ΩΩ  correspond to 1v  and ,2v  respectively. Consequently, it holds that 

( ( )) 3, 0
2

0 ≥ufudC  and ( ( )) .4, 0
4

0 ≥ufudC  

Remark 4. In fact, for any Riemann surface S of type ( )np,  with np +3  

,4>  the results in [14] and [16] show that for 3=m  or 4, ( ( ))00, ufud m
C  

m≥  for any ( )Su 00 C∈  and any pseudo-Anosov map .F∈f  

7. Proof of Theorem 1.2 

Following the notation and terminology introduced in Section 3, we 

know that ( )( )gc axis~ =  is an oriented filling closed geodesic on .~S  Thus 

( ) 1~,~ ≥uci  for any ( ).~~
0 Su C∈  Choose 0

~u  so that ( ) .2~,~
0 ≥cui  

Refer to Figure 2. A geometric observation reveals that 10 Δ′∂=Δ∂  if and 

only if ( ) .1~,~
0 =cui  Thus the condition ( ) 2~,~

0 ≥cui  guarantees that 0Δ∂  lies 

in between 0Δ′∂  and .1Δ′∂  Recall that the closure of 0Ω′  is the complement 

of all maximal elements of .0U ′  We have ( )000 \ Δ′Δ⊂Ω′ ∪H  and hence 

also .\ mm Δ′⊂Ω′ H  

We only prove the result for .0>m  It is trivial that ( ( )) .1, 00 ≥ufudC  

By Proposition 6.1, ( ( )) mufud m ≥00,C  for .4,2=m  By Theorem 1.1 of 

[14], ( ( )) .3, 0
3

0 ≥ufudC  So we assume that .5≥m  As in Section 3, we 

assume that (1.2) is a geodesic path in ( )S1C  that connects 0u  and .mu  Again, 

let ( )jjj U,, Ωτ  be the configurations corresponding to jv  for ....,,1 sj =  

Let sΔ  be the component of sΩ\H  obtained from Lemma 4.1. By Lemma 

4.4, we know that ,\ ms Δ′⊂Δ H  which is equivalent to that { } 1, S=ss YX  

sΔ∂∩  lies outside of .1S∩mΔ′  
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First we suppose that sΩΩ ...,,1  in (5.1) are type (I) regions. For any 

two successive regions ,, 1+ΩΩ jj  where ,11 −≤≤ sj  we denote the 

components of jΩ\H  and 1\ +Ω jH  by jΔ  and ,1+Δ j  respectively, which 

are obtained from Lemma 4.1. Then Lemma 2.4 asserts that either ⊂Δ j  

1+Δ j  or .1 jj Δ⊂Δ +  As a consequence, if jΩ  is supported on ,L  then so is 

.1+Ω j  We see that all jΩ  are supported on .L  It is also readily seen that 

.∅≠Δ′Δ ms ∩  By Lemma 4.2, ( ) 2, ≥ms uvdC  unless .ms QX >  Suppose 

that .ms QX >  Since ,, 111 QYX <  from Lemma 5.6, [ ] .12 +< ss QX  It follows 

that [ ] .12 +<< ssm QXQ  Hence [ ] ,12121 +≤+≤+ ssm  which gives 

.2ms ≥  

We assume throughout the section that there is at least one type (II) 
region among ....,,1 sΩΩ  We rewrite the sequence (5.1) as 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,,,...,,,,, 11000 mMpMppppp Ω′ΓΩΓΩΓΩ′=Ω  (7.1) 

where 1≥M  and ( ),ipΩ  ,0 Mi ≤≤  are all type (II) regions and ( )ipΓ  

consists of consecutive type (I) regions. 

Note that some ( )ipΓ  could be empty. However, if ( ) ,∅≠Γ ip  we can 

write ( ) { ( ) ( ) ( )},...,,1 iripipip ++ ωω=Γ  where each ( ) jip +ω  is a type (I) 

region and is contained in ( ) .\ jip +ΔH  Here we recall that ( ) jip +Δ  is the 

component of ( ) jip +ω\H  containing the fixed points of g. Hence ( ) 1+ω ip          

is disjoint from ( ).axis g  By the same argument as above, for any two 

successive regions ( ) ( ) ( ),, 1 ipjipjip Γ∈ωω +++  they both are supported on 

L  or on .R  Since elements in ( )ipΓ  are connected by a path, we see that all 

elements in ( )ipΓ  are supported on L  or on .R  

By assumption, every ( )0pΓ∈ω  is supported on .L  Let ( )1+ip  
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( )( )Mp≤  be the largest integer such that either ( ) 0=jr  for ij ≤  or every 

( ),1, +<ω iprr  is supported on .L  Consider now the sub-collection 

{ ( ) ( ) ( )}1,, +ΩΓΩ ipipip  in (7.1). If ( ) ;∅=Γ ip  that is, ( ) ,0=ir  then by 

Lemma 5.2, ( ) ( ) 11 ++ < ipip YY  and ( ) ( ) .11 ++ < ipip XX  

Suppose that ( ) .0>ir  It is known that ( ) 1+Δ∂ ip  projects (under the 

universal covering map )~: S→H  to a simple closed geodesic ( ) 1
~

+ipv  on 

.~S  Since ( )( )gc axis~ =  is filling closed geodesic, ( ) 1
~

+ipv  must intersect ,~c  

which means that there is a geodesic ( ) 1+γ ip  in { ( ( ) )}1
1 ~

+
−

ipv  that intersects 

( ).axis g  Let ( ) 1+β ip  denote the angle between ( )gaxis  and ( ) .1+γ ip  Let ( )ipα  

denote the angle between ( )gaxis  and ( ).ipΔ∂  Since ( )ipΔ∂  is disjoint from 

{ ( ( ) ) },0:1 ≥γ + ig ip
i  by Lemma 3.4, ( ) ( ) ,11 ++ δ≥β iaip  where ( )ia  is the 

number that satisfies 

( ) ,10 =a  and ( ) ( ) ( ) 1−δ≤α≤δ iaipia  for all .0≥i  

For each ( ) ( ) ,1...,,1 −+= iripj  there is Gg j ∈  in the conjugacy class of 

g such that ( )jgaxis  intersects both ( ) jip +Δ∂  and ( ) .1++Δ∂ jip  Let Gh j ∈  

be such that ( ( )) ( ).axisaxis ggh jj =  Observe that all the angle values are 

invariant under jh -translations. We see that there is a geodesic ( ) 2+γ ip  in 

{ ( ( ) )}2
1 ~

+
−

ipv  that intersects ( ).axis g  Let ( ) 2+β ip  be the angle between 

( )gaxis  and ( ) ,2+γ ip  which is also the angle between ( )1axis g  and 

( ( ) ).2
1

1 +
− γ iph  

Evidently, ( ) 2+γ ip  is disjoint from { ( ( ) ) }.0:1 ≥γ + ig ip
i  Since ( )gaxis  

is an invariant geodesic under the action of ( ) 1, +β ipg  is also the angle 

between ( )gaxis  and any ( ( ) ).1+γ ip
ig  Since ( ) ( ) ,11 ++ δ≥β iaip  by applying 
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Lemma 3.4 again, we see that ( ) ( ) ,22 ++ δ≥β iaip  and so on, this process can 

continue through all elements in ( ),ipΓ  and we conclude that ( ) ( ) ≥β + irip  

( ) ( ).iria +δ  By applying Lemma 3.4 once again for the geodesics ( ) ( )irip +γ  

and ( ),1+Δ∂ ip  we obtain 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ,11 +++ δ≥α iriaip  (7.2) 

where, as usual, ( )1+α ip  denotes the angle between ( )gaxis  and ( ).1+Δ∂ ip  If 

( ) ,0=ir  (7.2) becomes ( ) ( ) .11 ++ δ≥α iaip  Hence from the definition of 

( ),ia  we get ( ) ( ) ( ) ,11 +++ δ≥δ iriaia  which means that ( ) ( ) ( )iriaia +≤+ 1  

.1+  Thus, an easy computation yields the following inequality: 

 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )∑ ∑
−

=

−

=
++=++≤

1

0

1

0
.1101

i

j

i

j
jrajria  (7.3) 

Recall that our assumption guarantees that all members in ( )0pΓ  (if not 

empty) are supported on ,L  and that ( )1+ip  is the integer such that either 

( ) 0=jr  for ij ≤  or every ( ),1, +<ω iprr  are supported on .L  We claim 

that 

( ) ( ) ,11 +σ+ < iip QX  and (7.4) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,111 ++++σ+ < iriaiip PY  (7.5) 

where ( ) ( )[ ]∑ ==σ i
j jri 0 .2  

We prove (7.4) by induction. First, Lemma 5.6 and Lemma 5.2 assert 
that ( ) ( ) ,101 +σ< QX p  where ( ) ( )[ ].200 r=σ  Suppose that ( ) ( ) .11 +−σ< iip QX  

If ( ) ,0≠ir  then since ( )ipv  is disjoint from ( ) ,1+ipv  and ( ) 1+ipv  corresponds 

to ( ) 1+ω ip  which is of type (I), from Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 3.1, we            

know that ( ) ( ) ( ) ., 1111 +−σ++ < iipip QYX  By Lemma 5.5, ( ) ( ) <++ 22, ipip YX  
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( ) ,11 +−σ iQ  and so on, by the same argument of Lemma 5.6, we deduce that 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]., 21 iriiripirip QYX +−σ++ <  It follows from Lemma 2.4 and 

Lemma 3.1 that ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] .1211 ++−σ+ < iriip QX  But it is easy to verify that 

( ) ( )[ ] ( ).21 iiri σ=+−σ  If ( ) ,0=ir  then clearly, ( ) ( )ii σ=−σ 1  and thus 

( ) ( ) ( ) .1111 +σ+−σ+ =< iiip QQX  Hence (7.4) is established. (7.5) follows from 

(7.2), (7.4) and Lemma 5.4. 

Rewrite (7.5) as 

 ( ) ( ) ,1 iip PY λ+ <  where ( ) ( ) ( )∑
=

+⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ ++⎥⎦

⎤
⎢⎣
⎡=λ

i

j
jrjri

0
.212  (7.6) 

By the definition of ( ),1+ip  we know that ( ) ∅≠Γ +1ip  (i.e. ),0)1( >+jr  

and all regions in ( )1+Γ ip  are supported on .R  By calculations similar to the 

above, we obtain 

( ) ( )12 +ν+ < iip QX   and  ( ) ( ),12 +μ+ < iip PY  

where 

( ) ( ) ( )
⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ ++λ=+μ 2

11 irii  

and 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ).112
11 +++⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ ++σ=+ν iririi  

By comparing the functions μσλ ,,  and ν, we find that 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }.1,1,1max21 +ν+μ+σ≥−+λ iiii  

In general, for ,1+≥ iq  let ( ) ( )∑ = +=η q
j jbq 0 ,2  where ( )jb  is either 

( )[ ] ( ) 12 ++ jrjr  or ( )[ ]2jr  depending on whether ( )jpΓ  is supported on 
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L  or on .R  If ( ) ( ),qq η≠λ  there is at least one 0j  such that ( )0jpΓ  is 

supported on ,R  i.e., ( ) ( )[ ]200 jrjb =  and ( ) .10 ≥jr  This means that 

( ) ( ) ( ) .210 ≥+≥η−λ jrqq  Thus we also have 

 ( ) ( ).2 qq η≥−λ  (7.7) 

Henceforth, by virtue of Lemma 4.4, (7.4), (7.5) and (7.7), one may 
assume, without loss of generality, that ( )ipm YP ≤  or ( )ipm XQ ≤  for some 

integer i (the situation where ( ) mMp PY <  and ( ) mMp QX <  is more optimal. 

See Addendum). We also see that, in order to achieve the goal of minimizing 
the number ( )ip  for which ( )ipm YP ≤  or ( ),ipm XQ ≤  it is enough to only 

estimate the smallest integer L for which ( )Lpm YP ≤  under the assumption 

that all jω  in (7.1) are supported on .L  

Consider here a special case where all ( ) 0=ir  for ;10 −≤≤ Li  i.e., (5.1) 

consists of type (II) regions only prior to the region ( ).LpΩ  Since { } =00, YX  

1
0 S∩Δ∂  and ( ) ,2~,~

0 ≥cui  by the same argument of Lemma 4.5 (ii), we see 

that mm PY <−1  and .1 mm QX <−  In particular, by Lemma 4.2, ( )mm uvd ,1−C  

,2≥  which implies that .ms ≥  Therefore, ( ( )) .1, 00 +≥ mufud m
C  So this 

scenario is not optimal. 

It remains to consider the case where some ( ) .0≠jr  We claim that <mP  

( ).LpY  Suppose ( ).Lpm YP =  By the same argument of Lemma 4.5, =mQ  

( )LpX  and thus ( )LpΩ  is adjacent to .mΩ′  On the other hand, since ( )jr  

0≠  for some ,Lj <  from the calculation above, we deduce that ( ) <LpX  

.mQ  This leads to a contradiction. Hence ( )Lpm YP ≠  and thus ( ).Lpm YP <  

Along with (7.6), we obtain 

( ) ( ).1−λ<< LLpm PYP  
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There are two cases. 

Case 1. ( ) .mLp QX <  Let 0s  be specified as in Lemma 4.5, that is, =0s  

( )∑ −
= +1

0 .L
j Ljr  By Lemma 4.5, we have ( )∑ −

= ++=+≥ 1
00 ,11 L

j Ljrss  

which tells us that 

 ( )∑
−

=
≥−−

1

0
.1

L

j
jrLs  (7.8) 

Let 0>K  be the number of zeros in ( ) ( ) ( ){ }.1...,,1,0 −Lrrr  Then LK ≤  

1−  and there are KL −  nonzero integers in ( ) ( ) ( ){ },1...,,1,0 −Lrrr  which 

yields the following: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ){ }∑ ∑
−

=

−

=
−≥≠=

1

0

1

0
.0:

L

j

L

j
KLjrjrjr  (7.9) 

Clearly, ( )1−λ< Lm PP  implies ( ).1−λ< Lm  It then follows from (7.6) that 

( )11 −λ≤+ Lm  

( ) ( )( ) ( )∑
−

=
+

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧ ≠++⎥⎦

⎤
⎢⎣
⎡+=

1

0
20:12

L

j
jrjrjrK  

( ) ( ){ } ( ).0:2
32

1

0
KLjrjrK

L

j
−+

⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛
≠++≤ ∑

−

=
 (7.10) 

Hence (7.10) and (7.8) combine to yield 

 ( ) .2
1

22
3

2
1321 +−=−+−−++≤+ LsKLLsKm  (7.11) 

Since ,1≥L  we obtain 

 ( ) .3
12 +≥ ms  (7.12) 
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Case 2. ( ) .mLp QX >  If all ( ) ,0=jr  by Lemma 4.5(ii), ( ) .,0 muud m >C  

Hence one may assume that ( ) 0≠jr  for some j. In this case, ( ) =≥ Lps  

( )∑ −
= +1

0 .L
j Ljr  Thus 

 ( )∑
−

=
−≤≤−

1

0
.

L

j
LsjrKL  (7.13) 

In particular, (7.13) implies that 

 .21 KsL +≤≤  (7.14) 

By assumption, ( ) 00 ≠jr  for some ,0j  which says ( ) .210 ≥+jr  From the 

argument similar to (7.7), (7.10) and (7.11) we conclude that 

( ) ( ) ( ){ } .0:2
31211

1

0
KLjrjrKLm

L

j
−+

⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛
≠++≤−−λ≤+ ∑

−

=
 (7.15) 

It follows from (7.13), (7.14) and (7.15) that 

 .3
32 +≥ ms  (7.16) 

Combining (7.12) and (7.16), we deduce that ( ( )) ≥+= 1, 00 sufud m
C  

3
52 +m  whenever .5≥m  

In particular, when ,5=m  we have ( ( )) .53
15, 0

5
0 =≥ufudC  When 

,6=m  we have ( ( )) .666.53
17, 0

6
0 =≥ufudC  So ( ( )) .6, 0

6
0 ≥ufudC  

When ,7=m  we have ( ( )) .333.63
19, 0

7
0 =≥ufudC  So ( ( ))0

7
0, ufudC  

.7≥  
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Addendum 

Here we consider the case in which ( ) mMp PY <  and ( ) .mMp QX <  Then 

( )∑ = += M
j Mjrs 0 ,  where 1≥M  and ( ) .2>Mr  This simplifies to 

 ( )∑
=

=−
M

j
jrMs

0
.  (0.1) 

On the other hand, by a similar discussion in Case 1, we can obtain 

( ) ( ) .211 ⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡+−λ≤+ MrMm  

This gives 

( ) ( ) ( )∑
−

=
⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡++⎟

⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ ++⎥⎦

⎤
⎢⎣
⎡≤+

1

0
22121

M

j

Mrjrjrm  

( ) ( )
222

3 1

0

MrMjr
M

j
+++

⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛
≤ ∑

−

=
 

( ) ( ).22
3

0
MrMjr

M

j
−++

⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛
= ∑

=
 (0.2) 

Since ( ) ,3≥Mr  (0.2) and (0.1) combine to yield 

 ( ) .122
3322

31 −−=−++−≤+ MsMMsm  (0.3) 

Recall that .1≥M  It follows from (0.3) that 

.2
5

222
3 +≥++≥ mMms  

Hence 

.3
52 +≥ ms  
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